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Vendor Questions & Answers (3) 
Bulk Fuel Island, Pct. 4 

RFP 2018-806 
 
Question: 
What type of above ground storage tank do you want supplied? A UL 142 double walled 

or a Fireguard double walled tank?  

Answer: 
Gregg County is asking for a proposal of best solution for the need as specified in the bid packet 

that fits that description. You can include pricing for one or both but please note we are asking 

for your expert opinion; your proposal. The proposals will be scored and reviewed on ‘best value’ 

and not necessarily low bid. 

Question: 
Does the tank need stairs for access? 

Answer: 
Yes, some form of tank access should be included in proposal. 

Question: 
Do you want a remote fill or a top fill for the tank? 

Answer: 
Remote fill  

Question: 
Per the walk through with the site superintendent, do we need to run the electrical as 
was discussed which is to put a subpanel in the maintenance office and running new 
conduit and cable to the tank location? 
  

Answer: 
This is a turnkey project – any necessary electrical work to install the tank should be 
included in the vendor proposal. 
 
Question: 
What type of fuel management system do you want and how many transactions are 
required per month? The superintendent indicated he wanted alpha numeric without 
cards and instead wanted a pin pad? Is this correct? 

Answer: 
Gregg County is asking for a proposal of best solution for the need as specified in the bid 
packet that fits that description. Gregg County cannot provide a monthly transaction 
total. You can include pricing for a card system (preferably card system) or both but 
please note we are asking for your expert opinion; your proposal. The proposals will be 
scored and reviewed on ‘best value’ and not necessarily low bid. 
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Question: 
What type of tank monitor do you want supplied and is interstitial monitoring of the 
above ground tank required? 
 
Answer: 
Gregg County is asking for a proposal of best solution for the need as specified in the bid 
packet that fits that description. Include pricing for a tank monitor that will work best 
based on your expert opinion; your proposal. The proposals will be scored and reviewed 
on ‘best value’ and not necessarily low bid. 
 
Question: 
Does the county want to purchase the software to tie the tank monitor to the fuel 
management system? 

Answer: 
Yes, please include cost in proposal. 
 
Question: 
What is the flow rate required for the new dispensers and submerged pumps? 

Answer: 
Vendor should provide those requirements. 
 
Question: 
Does the County want electronic or mechanical dispensers? 

Answer: 
Electronic 
 
Question: 
How many pipe bollards are required at the dispenser? 

Answer: 
Not sure if there is a mandated requirement by TCEQ – Gregg County would like two 
unless more is required. 
 
Question: 
The site superintendent said the County would provide the computer system for the fuel 
management system. Is this correct? 

Answer: 
All Gregg County will be providing is the computer and monitor already in the shop 
office. 
 


